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ANDRÉ BRATTEN ANNOUNCED DEBUT FULL-LENGTH, GODE, OUT 11/13 ON SMALLTOWN SUPERSOUND 
 

WATCH VIDEO FOR "QUIET EARTH," FEATURING BRAIN SCAN OF BRATTEN 
 

 
 

"Gode is a personal album. Its the album I have always wanted to make” says André Bratten. Made 
between 2012-2015 in Oslo, Bratten sites artists like Giacinto Scelsi, Arvo Pärt, Gescom/AE, Brian Eno and 
Norwegian compatriot Biosphere as inspiration. It will see release on November 13th via Smalltown 
Supersound. 
 
“Gode" has a dual meaning in Norwegian. It’s a Middle English word that gave us the modern English 
word “goad” (meaning to provoke or annoy). On one hand, it literally means “cattle prod,” but it also 
came to mean “a right or privilege,” as the cattle prod came to symbolize the indentured labor of the 
Norwegian rural working class. The land owning aristocrats would exploit the people as if they were so 
much livestock.  
 
Like a stark black & white film, the record is a meditation on the darker days of Norway’s past, before 
the country discovered its oil wealth. From 1900–1939 it was one of Europe’s poorest countries, beset by 
illness and starvation. Rural poor depended completely on their families and had more children to work 
the land. Only the privileged could afford to make art, and Bratten thinks of the void all the music and 
art from the poorest families that was lost. Gode is a hymn to those people.  
 
He released his debut album “Be A Man You Ant” on the Full Pupp label in 2013 and quickly followed up 
with the club hit “Trommer & Bass” on Berlin's Correspondant label. Bratten then signed to Smalltown 
Supersound, who in June 2015 released the 6-track EP “Math Ilium Ion.” 
 



Gode is Bratten giving free rein to his imagination and further deepening his unique musical practice. His 
previous work was made with synthesizers, drum machines and computers but this album is recorded 
through tape machines, layered with field recordings, heavily modified piano, string arrangements and 
even vocals (including Susanne Sundfør, amongst others).  
 
Today, Bratten shares the song "Quiet Earth," presented as a video showing an actual scan of his own 
brain. In a nod to his synesthetic process, Bratten's brain is made to dance to the incredible and moving 
song. 
 

WATCH 'QUIET EARTH" HERE: 
https://youtu.be/lDmoKzrJMN8 

 
TRACKLISTING: 

1. Intro 
2. Cave 

3. Quiet Earth 
4. Philistine 
5. Bivouac 

6. Cascade of Events (feat. Susanne Sundfør) 
7. Ins. 

8. Gode 
9. Space Between Left & Right 

10. Iconography 
11. Primordial Pit 

12. Zero 
13. Math Ilium Ion 

 
ANDRÉ BRATTEN TOUR DATES: 

Oct 9. - Berlin, DE @ Beitola At Ipse 
Oct 16. - Stavanger, NO @ Electro Motives Concerthouse Special 

Oct 17. - Amsterdam, NE @ Straf_Werk Ade Special at De Kromhouthal 
Oct 30. - Paris, FR @ Pitchfork Festival Paris Afterparty by RBMA 

Oct 31. - Bergen, NO @ Ekko Festival 
Nov 28. - Caen, FR @ Boréales Festival At Le Cargo 

Dec 4. - Oslo, NO @ Parkteateret 
Dec 11. - Prague, CZ @ Public House At MeetFactory 

Jan 15. - London, UK @ XOYO 
Jan 22. - Lyon, FR @ Correspondant Showcase at Le Sucre 
Jan 23. - Paris, FR @ Correspondant Showcase at Rex Club 

Feb 6. - Amsterdam, NE @ Marktkantine 
 

PRAISE FOR "MATH ILIUM ION" EP 
 

"Bratten consistently cultivates ominous tension, even as he instills a certain measure of stubborn 
optimism, pressing corroded frequenices into diamond-hard melodies. He avoids clear-cut builds and 
releases, laying parts with their own internal tension in rows and letting their ripple mete out catharsis." - 

Pitchfork 
 

"Rather than rattle off a few club 12″s, Bratten has delivered a tightly focused EP for local label 
Smalltown Supersound...it’s a cohesive and carefully crafted record that’s as thoughtful as it is big-room-

ready." - FACT Mag 
 

"More prodigy than protégé, Bratten carved out a corner of space disco for himself with a confident 
debut LP in 2013. This follow-up record, 'Math Ilium Ion,' continues to build from that place in subversive 
and satisfying ways. It's all much darker this time around, with Bratten making nods to techno and noise 

alongside the usual house and disco." - Resident Advisor 
 



"Placing his focus on albums over singles, Bratten takes a craftsmen-like approach to his compositions, 
expanding both rhythm and melody in a manner rarely predictable and almost always rewarding." - 

PopMatters 
 
André Bratten Online: 
https://soundcloud.com/andre-bratten 
https://www.facebook.com/AndreBratten 
https://twitter.com/andrebratten 
http://www.smalltownsupersound.com/ 
  
For more information, contact: Jacob Daneman, Jessica Linker | Pitch Perfect PR - 
jacob@pitchperfectpr.com, jessica@pitchperfectpr.com, 773-271-6844 
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